The Leading Source of Fashion Research for Scholars, Students, Researchers, and Professionals

Incorporating the *Berg Encyclopedia of World Dress and Fashion*, this unique online resource is the leading source of information on dress and fashion. The Berg Fashion Library offers users access to an expanding range of essential fashion resources, and is updated at least three times a year to keep students, scholars, and professionals at the cutting edge of their subject.

- An extensive bank of 12,000 color images from partners such as the Los Angeles County Museum of Art, the Philadelphia Museum of Art, the Metropolitan Museum of Art’s Costume Institute, the Commercial Pattern Archive, and more
- Free lesson plans with links to live online content and bibliographic study guides for students on interdisciplinary topics
- Seminal classic and modern pieces on fashion, including essays and primary sources, and exclusive online archive available only to subscribers
- Includes full text ebooks of almost 80 Berg fashion titles
- Includes extra reference sources, such as an A-Z of Fashion, The Dictionary of Fashion History and a museum directory
- A Timeline feature allows users to access content historically
- Designed for a range of departments across the Arts and Humanities including Visual Arts, Drama, History, Cultural Studies, and Anthropology
- See back cover for more key features and benefits

*Also available in print as a set or as individual volumes. Outside North America, order from your usual supplier or www.bloomsbury.com (ISBN: 978-1-84788-104-5). Within North America, available as The Berg Encyclopedia of World Dress and Fashion through Oxford University Press.

**PRAISE FOR BERG FASHION LIBRARY:**

“[T]he leading resource for students and researchers of fashion studies. Interdisciplinary in nature, with great visual and integrated content ... Earning our gold star rating, it is critical for students of both historical and contemporary fashion.” *Library Journal*

“As librarians, many of us do instruction on Fashion and Textile topics, or assist faculty in finding resources for their classes. Berg Fashion Library is of course a great resource for this as it includes a range of materials.” Fashion, Textile & Costume Special Interest Group blog, Art Libraries Society of North America (ARLIS/NA)

“The leading source of information for anyone working in, researching, or studying fashion.” *CHOICE*

**AWARDS:**

- Dartmouth Medal for Outstanding Reference
- ALA Outstanding Reference Source
- PCA/ACA Electronic Reference Award
- Bookseller Futurebook Award for Best Website
- Independent Publisher’s Guide Frankfurt Book Fair Digital Award
- Booklist Editor’s Choice

**FOR SUBSCRIPTION OR ORDER ENQUIRIES, PLEASE CONTACT:**

OnlineSalesUS@Bloomsbury.com

www.bergfashionlibrary.com